C"?@m/ models, , based on rigorous methods, which can reinhen-hnce, and the duce the incidence of errors before you spend effort on detailed design and implementation of faulty requirements.'
i n w w r~e s
Informal specifications are inadequate because they are often ambiguous, requiring direct communication between designers and programmers for clarification. This effort can significantly drain resources on large projects and lead to serious problems when the person who defined the abstraction is not available for consultation. Such problems are most a p parent in the maintenance phase.
Formal specifications of abstractions, on the other hand, are valuable design documents because they support formal reasoning and aut* mated processing, explicitly record agreements made among the customer, designers, and programmers on the system's expected beh aiio r, help the designer understand and use abstract objects independently of particular implementations, protect programmers working at one level from the implementation details at another, and insulate users from irrelevant implementation concepts.
Furthermore, computer-aided design tools that detect most design errors require specifications with a completely defined syntax and semantics3 These tools check a specification's internal consistency. You can also use them in both testing and correctness proofs to determine if 0740-7459/90/0300/0074/$01 00 0 1990 IEEE iin implementation meets a specification.
Today, developers emphasize testing hecause it takes more time, money, and skill to tievelop mechanically checked correctness proofs. Formal specifications can improve the testing process. U'orking from a formal specification, you can automatically derive programs to determine whether test-case results represent an instance of correct behavior or a failure. Such programs can execute and evaluate many randomly generated test cases withguagc, including Ada.' to describe the internal structure of modules during detailed design and implementation. These descriptions and the black-box specifications are useful for guiding and controlling sofmare evolution in the maintenance phase.
Spec is based on the event model and uses predicate logic to define a module's desired behavior independently of its internal structure. As the box on pp. [78] [79] describes, the event model describes comout human intervention, enabling more thorough testing than manual classificaputations in terms of modules, messages, events, and alarms. In addition to making tion of test results.
spec
We designed Spec with the needs of large-system developers in mind. The most important requirements for s u p porting large-system design are the abilities to localize information, isolate the details relevant to a single purpose, represent and specialize general reusable concepts, automatically detect interactions between system parts, define the granularity of concurrent actions, and specify timing constraints. Spec addresses these issues through its use of concepts, inheritance, and the event model (especially the way the event model handles time constraints and atomic transactions).
Spec is intended primarily to represent black-box specifications. These specifications are used in the functional-specification phase to define a system's external interfaces and in the architecturaldesign phase to define its internal interfaces.
However, Spec has features that make it suitable for use throughout the life cycle. It includes a subset to describe domain models, which are developed in the initial stages of requirements analysis to define the types of objects in a problem domain and their properties.* Also, you can use Spec with other notations to record goals and constraints in the requirementsanalinteractions between modules explicit Spec's emphasis on large-system development distinghishes it from other WO& on formal specifkations, which has tended to focus on correctness plook and m a l a l e programming. and easy to describe, the event model also provides good support for complex sys tems, particularly in its ability to represent timing constraints, Other work. Spec's emphasis on largesystem development distinguishes it from other work on formal specifications, which has tended to focus on correctness proofs and the problems encountered in small-scale pr~gramming.~ Spec's semantics are formulated in terms of conceptual models, rather than theories. This distinguishes it from algebraic specification languages like Larch.' While Spec can express the conditionalbraic languages, its support of othcr forms of conceptual models and axioms can sometimes simplie specifications. So, while I x c h ' s restricted form is helpful for supporting automated progran-vcrification tools, Spec's expressiveness is riseful in developing large-system designs.
Another difference between I x c h and Spec reflects the difference bemeen specifications used primarily to prove properties about systems and specifications L I S~ as a design tool. Larch is based on the premise that interfaces involving state changes are inherently dependent on the implementation language. Therefore, in Larch you can define immutable data types only; yori must use a language-dependent laver to define state changes and concrete interfaces.
Spec, on the other hand, assumes that defining a languagedependent concrete interface is a matter of packaging rather than semantics. ILC premise is that interfaces with state changes, exceptions, coricurrent interactions, and time dependencies can all be specified independently of the implementation language.
U'e designed Spec to handle systems with many features, including concurrency (unlike the Vienna Design Method, which uses primarily conceptual models to specify sequential systems') and timedependent constraints. You can use Spec to specib parallel, distributed, or tiniesensitive systems, as well as conventional systems.
Features. Spec has evolved from an carher specification language' and a rapidprototyping language for the design of large real-time systems.' Its development has been guided by extensive classroom use on projects in which teams developed formal specifications. ' Spec is an important advance over our earlier specification language because it incorporates vsis phase, and you can use it with anv Ian-1 equauon axioms commonly used in algethe event model'? concept of atomlc
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transactions, which separates considerations of granularity and control states from the module interface; the concept of inheritance, making it possible to divide large jobs among teams, reuse specification components, and o b tain incremental views of the system; and the event model's concept of time in its underlying model, making it possible to describe time-sensitive systems.
Primitives
Spec lets you specify the behavior of three kinds of modules: functions, machines, and types. You specify a module by describing its interface; a module has no visible internal structure. Spec also p r o vides three kinds of messages: normal messages, exceptions, and generators. Together, these modules and messages form a simple set of primitives sufficient to describe all common software components.
All modules are classified as mutable or immulable. A module is mutable if its response to at least one message can be affected by previous messages it has received; a module is immutable if it cannot be so affected. This means that mutable modules behave as if they had internal states or memory, while immutable modules' behavior is independent of the past. The distinction is entirely a property of behavior -i t is not a property of a module's internal structure.
Immutable modules are subject to fewer restrictions when used in an implementation. For example, immutable modules can be shared by two processes without any risk of interference and can be replicated without changing their semantics; mutable modules cannot.
You can implement immutable modules with mutable components if you properly protect the mutable c o m p o nents against unintended interactions.
Functions. A function module responds only to its most recent stimulus, so all function modules are immutable. Completely specified hnction modules calculate single-valued mathematical functions, while incompletely specified function modules can behave nondeterministically.
Stimulus-response.
T h e basic unit in a Spec module description specifies required responses to a stimulus. Figure 1 illustrates this in a specification for a square-root function.
In Figure 1 , the keyword MESSAGE is fol-
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lowed by the description of a stimulus the module recognizes. The stimulus is an incoming message, which can have a name and zero or more formal arguments r e p resenting input data values. Message names distinguish kinds of stimuli, corresponding to requests for different services. Most function modules, like the one in Figure 1 , provide a single service and are usually designed to accept anonymous messages (messages whose name is null Figure 1 , OTHERWISE means the same thing as WHEN x < 0.0. In Spec, you must terminate each series of WHEN Statements with an OTHER-WISE statement to make sure you've covered all cases. If you want to leave a case undefined, you must say so explicitly with ! and ?, the Spec symbols for an undefined value.
A REPLY statement describes the mes sage sent in response to a stimulus. The reply is sent to the module that sent the stimulus, which can be determined from the message's implicit origin attribute (a feature of the event model). A REPLY corresponds to the Call/Return interface convention followed by most s u b p r e grams. A REPLY can have any number of data components, which representoutput data values that are all delivered at the same time. In the example in Figure 1 , the reply for the normal case has no name and a single data component, while the reply for the exception has a name but no data components.
If REPLY is followed by EXCEPTION, the message is an exception response (with an implicit condition attribute "exception" in the event model); if not, the message represents a normal response (with an implicit condition attribute "normal"). The keyword EXCEPTION can also appear after MESSAGE in the specification of an excep tion handler, indicating that the stimulus must represent an exception condition.
An outgoing message can have a WHERE clause containing a postcondition that the outgoing message must satisfy. The WHERE keyword is followed by a statement in predicate logic describing the required relation between the contents of the received message and the contents of the reply message. This predicate states how to recognize a correct result, but it does not specify how to compute the required output. In the example, the normal reply must contain a nonnegative value whose square is approximately equal to the input. This provides sufficient information to distinguish correct from incorrect outputs but gives no hint about how to implement the required function.
This lack of detail is an important benefit of black-box specifications. You can add implementation advice, such as the name of an algorithm for realizing the module, at a later design stage. 
Concept.
The Spec keyword CONCEPT introduces a new symbol and defines its properties. The symbol can be a predicate, function, constant, or type. As the
concepts: Decomposition inspec
Concepts are building blocks for explaining and understanding a system or problem domain. They have the same purpose in a specification language that subprograms do in a programming language: to provide for orderly decomposition.
Designers should not express a complicated constraint as a single, very long expression in predicate logic, any more than they should implement a large system as a monolithic program -the result is too difficult to understand. However, specifications in predicate logic can be relatively easy to follow if they are expressed with primitivesat an abstraction level that corresponds to the system's interface rather than the system's implementation.
You use Spec concepts to structure your formal specifications so they match people's informal explanations of the system's behavior. Concepts do notrepresent part of the system being specified -they are abstractions you use to explain its behavior.
In Spec, every concept is attached to a module and is local to that module, unless it is exported or inherited. An exported concept can be imported by other modules and used in their definitions. Spec concepts are immutable. Although they cannot directly represent runtime interactions between system parts, shared concepts can represent conceptual dependencies between system parts. Such dependencies can become important as the system evolves and some of its concepts are redefined.
Tools based on such dependenciescan help estimate the effect of a proposedchange and identify the system parts that must be redesigned or reimplemented. The exportlmport mechanism records logical dependencies between modules, so designers can use automated tools to trace the effects of a proposed change to a module definition.
By making concepts local by default, Spec avoids the need to maintain globally unique names for them. It also simplifies the designer's view of the system by limiting the names visible in a module to just those that are needed, thus reducing the number of definitions relevant to analyzing a module.
By requiring explicit import of nonlocal concepts, Spec avoids ambiguity and eliminates possible surprises caused by implicit scoping rules. The expoWimport mechanism is intended for use in a computer-aided specification system with tools for displaying concept definitions without regard to whether they are local or imported. Such a system should also retrieve concepts from a library, insert import links by pointing to intended choices, and locate all modules affected by a change to a concept.
You can use concepts to mix informal and formal Specifications. As an informal specification, you can write formal type definitions for the concepts and describe the concept in informal comments. You can provide a partially formal definition of a precondition, postcondition, invariant, or transition in terms of concepts with formally defined types and informally defined interpretations.
The ability to mix formal and informal specifications in a disciplined manner can be important in projects with tight schedules. It lets you direct resources toward formality and precision in the most difficult or complicated parts of the system -the parts most likely to be misunderstood -leaving the simpler parts to be described informally.
Concepts represent properties that describe or test the system's intended behavior. As such they should be reflected in reference manuals, tools for classifying test output, and the formal Specifications themselves. In reference manuals, you should use concepts to explain -in terms less formal than in the functional specifications and architectural design -how the system is supposed to operate. Concepts do not normally represent delivered code components, ahhough it may be useful to implement them for automated testing.
Finally, mncepts can help you simplify the system analysis and design for many problem domains because concepts relevant to each domain can be stored in libraries. You can use these concept libraries to tailor one specification language to many applications and raise the abstraction level at which designers work by matching the available primitives to the problem domain.
box above describes, concepts help you decompose the specification into manageable units.
In our square-root example, the concept approximates defines what you mean by "a sufficiently accurate approximation" in terms of the generic parameter precision. In this example, you need to include some notion of approximation because it is impossible to implement exact square roots with machine arithmetic. In this case, the size of the acceptable interval is defined relative to the size of the input value rather than as an absolute constant. The generic parameter precision lets you adapt a single definition for a square-root module to applications that have different precision requirements.
Explicitly defined concepts help make specifications modular. This helps you
The event model, an extension of Carl Hewitt's actor model,' is Spec's semantic basis. Like the actor model, it is based on passing messages between modules. It assumes that message transmission is reliable -every message sen! eventually arrives at its destination.
You can specify constraints on transmission delays explicitly; messages without such constraints can have arbitrary and unpredictable transmission delays.
In both the event and actor models, all module interactions are explicit and are described in terms of a uniform communication mechanism. Unlike actor languages, which implement module behavior with algorithms that produce outgoing messages, Spec uses preconditions and postconditions to specify the constraints that every correct implementation of the module must satisfy.
The event model uses buffered asynchronous communication instead of unbuffered synchronous communication as described in Anthony Hoare's communicating sequential process modeL2 We chose asynchronous communication because synchronous communication is difficult to implement in distributed systems and because we did not want the overhead when synchronous communication was not needed. When synchronous communication is semantically necessary, you can readily express it in terms of asynchronous communication with acknowledge messages. Another difficutty with unbuffered synchronous communication is that recursive communication patterns necessarily lead to deadlocks.'
Both the actor and event models are designed to describe concurrent and distributed processes, and both treat sequential and centralized processes as special cases. The event model extends the actor model by introducing temporal events, aquantitative treatment of time, and atomic transactions. These features are important for describing real-time and distributed systems with extended communications protocols that must be protected from interference.
Primitives. The event model uses four primitives: modules, messages, events, and alarms. Amodule is a black box that interacts with other modules only by sending and receiving messages. Amessage is a data packet sent from one module to another. An event occurs instantaneously when a message is received by a module at aparticular time. An alarm defines a time at a module and triggers temporal events at that module.
Modules.
You use modules to model not only software components but external systems (like users) and peripheral hardware devices as well. In all cases, modules have no visible internal structure. You specify a module's behavior by describing its interface, which consistsof the set of stimuli (events) it recognizes and their associated responses (sets of events).
In response to a stimulus, a module sends a set of messages. The events in the response set occur when these messages arrive at their destination. If the stimuli have triggered state changes in the module, these changes are manifested in how the module responds to future stimuli. How a module responds to messages is influenced only by the sequence and arrival times of the messages themselves. That means no distant action can influence a module: All interactions must involve explicit message transmissions. Therefore, each module represents an independent abstraction, since a module's behavior can be influenced only by operations provided in its interface.
Messages. You use messages to model user commands, system responses, and interactions between subsystems. Messages represent abstract interactions that can be realized in many ways, including procedure calls, retums from a procedure, Ada rendezvous, coroutine invocation, external IVO, assignments to nonlocal variables, hardware interrupts, and exceptions.
Each message has these attributes: a condition, a name, a sequence of data values, and an origin. The condition has the value "normal" for messages representing normal interactions and the value "exception" for messages representing abnormal interactions. The name identifies the service requested by a normal message or the exception condition announced by an exception message. The data values represent either inputs or results; they may be present for any kind of message. Amessage's origin is the event or alarm that caused the message to be sent. The origin records causal relationships in a computation history and, in Spec, identifies the destination of messages sent in reply.
Events. Events record and describe the system's behavior. Each event is uniquely identified by three associated properties: a module, a message, and a time. The time records when the module accepted the message. Distinct events at the same module happen at distinct times and occur in a well-defined sequence.
Events are classified as reactiveortemporal, depending on whether the origin of its arrived message is an event or an alarm. Reactive events are responses to external stimuli, while temporal events are actions initiated by the module based on the absolute time. You use temporal events to represent regularly scheduled actions and actions initiated at unpredictable intervals by modules representing independent agents such as users.
FigureA illustrates a reactive event in an airline-reservation system. The event E l is the stimulus that causes the response event E2. E l represents the arrival of a find-flights command from the travel agent using the reservation system. E2 represents the arrival of the message '41ights-3' at the travel-agent module; this message contains the set of found flights and is identified as a response to thecommand arriving in the event E l via the origin attribute of the message. The set of events {El ,E2) represents a fragment of the reservation system's computation history.
Figure Billustratesatemporalevent. The alarm A1 defines whenthe weekly run for generating paychecks is enabled at the payroll system. The temporal event E3 occurs when the payroll system receives a Generate Paychecks message, representing the instant that the process of generating paychecks actually starts. You can constrain the scheduling delay between alarm A1 and event E3 by specification. In the extreme case, you could constrain it to zero length (no delay).
The reactive event E4 occurs when the paychecks actually arrive at the printer. At this level of modeling, the set of paychecks is treated as a single unit that arrives at an instant of time. In actuality, printing is an extended process, but at this level of modeling the time required to print the checks is not distinguished from message-transmission delay, so the arrival of the set of paychecks corresponds to the instant the printing job is completed.
Alarms. Alarms represent discrete points in time when temporal events are triggered. Like events, each alarm consists of a module, a message, and a time -but an alarm causes the module to send a message to itself at the given time. A temporal event happens when the message arrives at the module, which can be at or after the time the message was sent. Alarms serve as reference pointsfor specifying constraints on scheduling delays for temporal events.
Each module has aclock that measures local time. The event model uses local time to support specifications of events that must happen at absolute times (for example, at 3 a.m. every Sunday). Asystem determines the time of an event or alarm from the clock of the module at which the event occurs.
Time. Through the event model, Spec handles time with temporal events and timing constraints on intervals between events.
Timing consfrainfs. Temporal events usually represent regularly scheduled activities, like generating paychecks. However, temporal events are often subject to timing constraints in the form of deadlines, as in the case of generating paychecks. Spec uses predicates to define the absolute time a temporal event should be triggered; responses to temporal events are specified the same way as responses to reactive events.
You specify timing constraints with predicates that describe the delay and the time period associated with a message. The delay is the length of time between a message's origin event or alarm and the event where the message arrives. The time period is the length of time between the arrival of two messages of the same type at the same module or, if there was no previous event, the beginning of computation history.
You usually restrict the delay in the message's postcondition to constrain a system's performance; you usually restrict a time period in the message's precondition to constrain the system environments behavior.
Forexample,thetemporaleventin Figure Timing properties are easy to specify in many contexts, but you must take special care in specifying concurrent activities in geographically distributed systems. The problems lie in determining the order of events from their local times and in accurately measuring the delay between physically separated events.
A module's current local time is the absolute physical time at the module's location. You may not assume that the clocks of different modules are synchronized, because clocks in different time zones are set todifferent reference standards. In practice, unpredictable communication delays mean that the synchronization of clocks at physically separated modules is inherently inexact, even if they are in the same time zone.
In principle, you can sohe these problems by transforming all local clocks to a common reference standard, such as Greenwich mean time. The orderings on events derived from such transformed times are consistent with the orderings observed outside the system. Event orderings and message delays can be determined in practice to within the accuracy of the clock synchronization, since relativistic effects due to the motion of clocks are negligible in virtually every application.
Distributed processing. The event model extends the actor model by introducing atomic transactions to specify and granularity of distributed computations.
Atomic transactions. You can describe constraints on distributed processing with atomic transactions. An atomic transaction constrains the order in which a module will accept messages. Spec lets you specify such constraints separately from the specifications of the response to each message. Atomic transactions simplify the design of distributed systems by separating granularity considerations from local module behavior.
Granularity considerations include such things as mutual exclusion and waiting for expected events. The event model implicitly guarantees that individual stimulus-response pairs are atomic, so you must consider mutual exclusion only for transactions with longer chains of events. For example, modules that handle interactive transactions involving multiple messages may need to keep concurrent transactions involving different external requests from overlapping to prevent the transactions from interfering with each other. An example of a module that waits for expected events is a protected, bounded buffer that will not accept read operations while the buffer is empty and will not accept write operations while the buffer is full.
You can also use atomic transactions to specify the behavior of complex systems with modes, where different subsets of the system commands are available in each mode. By separating granularity constraints from module behavior, Spec makes it easier to keep each command's semantics the same in all modes where it is available. We believe this restriction is necessaty to help people use complex systems with multiple modes.
Spec defines atomic transactions through conditional guards, alternative choices, sequencing, repetition, and recursion. The analyst must check atomic transactions with care because they can introduce 
Computation history. The semantics of Spec can be defined through computation histories.
Acomputation history is a set of alarms and a set of events. The set of legal computation histories for a system is determined from a set of generative constraints and a set of restrictive constraints derived from the specification. Agenerative constraint says that every legal computation histoty must contain events or alarms with given properties, while a restrictive constraint says that every event or alarm in a legal computation history must satisfy a given property.
A specification's generative constraints are derived from the event definitions in the specification. Every event definition determines a set of pairs containing a precondition and a postcondition. For each event €satisfying a precondition of a reactive event, the history must include an event that satisfies the corresponding postcondition and has the origin E. For each alarm A satisfying a precondition of a temporal event, the history must include an event that satisfies the corresponding postcondition and has the origin A.
An events origin is the same as the origin of the message that arrived in the event. The history must include an alarm at module Mfor each time Tsuch that the precondition of a temporal event at Mis false just before Tand true just after T.
The restrictive constraints of a specification are derived from the definitions of the atomic transactions that are associated with a module and restrict the order of its events. There are also restrictive constraints to ensure that all the events at a module occur at distinct times and that every event has an origin preceding the event and corresponding to an event specification. The detailed derivations of the generative and restrictive constraints for Spec are beyond the scope of this article. simplify the postconditions, supports step wise refinement, and lets you localize information. You can delay defining a concept or leave the definition as an informal comment until you develop the postcondition.
MACHINE inventory

Machines.
A machine is a module with an internal state; in other words, machines are intended to be mutable modules. (However, Spec lets you specie trivial machines, which are immutable because they have a single state.) Figure 3 is an example of a machine r e p resenting a simplified inventory-control system for a warehouse. The dataflow diagram in Figure 4 shows this system's context.
Conc@ual models. A machine module's behavior is described in terms of a conceptual model of its state. This model summarizes the aspects of messages received by the machine that can influence its behahior. The model is described in terms of a finite set of state variables, whose types are declared after the keyword ST.UE. States are localized: A machine's state can change only at an event in which the machine receives a message. The example in Figure 3 has just one state variable, Stock, whose value is a map from items to integers. Map, a generic predefined Spec type, is a function Nith a finite range and an unlimited domain. The generic parameters item and integer r e p resent the types of the elements in the map domain and range, respectively. The description of a conceptual model includes invariants and initialization constraints. Invariants must be satisfied in all reachable states, while initialization restrictions must be satisfied only in the first state, In Figure 3 , the invariant says that the quantity must be nonnegative for every item at all times, and the initialization constraint says there are no items in stock at the beginning. hrariants rule out meaningless or undesirable states.
Transition clauses. Spec describes state changes in TWSITION clauses. It specifies that neither the state variables of a machine nor the instance variables of an a h stract data type can change unless the change is mentionedexplicitlyin aTRLITSI-TION clause.
State changes occur at events. There are two states associated with each event: the old state (just before the event) and the new state (just after the event). State variables in preconditions refer to the old state, and state variables in postconditions and TRLVSITION clauses refer to the new state unless they are prefixed by an asterisk, in which case they refer to the old state.
In Figure 3 , the transitions are equations rather than assignment statements. Equations can describe the transition either forward or backward in time, whichever is simpler. In the example, the first transition increases the amount of the item i to reflect the arrival of an incoming shipment, and the second transition decreases the m o u n t of the item i to reflect the departure of an outgoing shipment.
Send. You describe responses sent to destinations other than the origin of the incoming message with a SEND statement instead of REPLY. A SFAD statement means that a message satisfylng the description must be sent to the specified module.
SEND statements are useful for describing distributed systems with a pipeline structure.
A response can have more than one SEND statement to describe messages sent to different destinations. In such cases, the outgoing messages can be sent out concurrently or one at a time in any order, without waiting for any responses. Figure 3 shows a multiple response to the Order message. When there are not enough items to fill the order completely, the response includes two messages: One goes to the module shipping, representing the shipping department, and the other goes to the module supplier, representing the warehouse supplier. The first message represents a request to send out a partial shipment, while the second message represents a back order for the items in the unfilled part of the order.
Types.
A type module defines an a b stract data type, which consists of a value set and a set of primitive operations on the value set.The elementsofthevalue setare called type instances.
In the event model, a type module manages the value set, creating all the values of the abstract data type and performing all the primitive operations on those values. Each message accepted by the type module corresponds to one of the operations of the abstract data type. The messages of a type module usually have names, since abstract data types usually provide more than one operation.
Immutable data types. An immutable type has a fixed value set, and its operations cannot change the properties of the indiLidual type instances. Figure 5 shows an example specification for an immutable abstract data type.
The keyword IhMERIT introduces an instance of the generic predefined Spec module, equality(rational}. This means the type inherits the standard properties of the equality operator, like reflexivity, transitivity, symmetry, and a notequal o p eration. Spec combines the inherited definitions with the explicitly given ones, so if an operation with a given name is both inherited and explicitly defined, the constraints introduced by both definitions must be satisfied simultaneously. The box on p. 82 briefly describes Spec's inheritance features, and we have described its inheritance semantics in detail elsewhere. Spec uses inheritance to avoid repeating standard definitions and to ensure consistent treatment of standard concepts across components. Inheritance is also usefill for specifiing uniformity colistraints on interfaces in different subsvs tems of very large systems.
Spec's data types have conceptual models, which you use to visualize and describe the type instances. With the conceptual model, you specify a type's behavior and present a mental picture of it for the programmers who use its operations. You should choose a clear conceptual model, which will often differ from the data structure used in the implementation. Iater, if you must reimplenient the data type to improve performance, the implementation data structure will change but the concep tual model will not.
The conceptual model is a finite set of components called instance variables. The instance variables' types are declared after the keyword MODF.1.. In Figure 5 , two instance variables, num and den, correspond to the numerator and denominator of a fraction.
You can represent each type instance as a tuple containing a unique identifier and the instance variable's values. You place any restrictions on the conceptual model's components in the I~, . N & I clause, which is a predicate that must be true for all meaningful conceptual representations.
The example in Figure 5 uses the standard mathematical model for rational numbers. The invariant must exclude pairs with Lero denominators, because those pairs can not be interpreted as ratios. The infix operator -= represents the standard not-equal operation associated with the integer type, which is specified in Spec's predefined type library.
It is not necessary to have a one-toune correspondence between conceptual r e p resentations and abstract data type values, although the model is not fully abstract without such a correspondence. In such cases, you must define operations carefully to avoid unintended nondeterminism.
The representation defined in Figure 5 does not have unique conceptual representations, because, for example, the pairs (l,2), (2, 4) , and (-1,-2) all represent the same rational number. This lack of uniqueness is reflected in the equal op eration, where equality on rational numbers is defined in terms of equality on integers. It is incorrect to say that two rational numbers are equal only if corresponding instance variables are equal -unless the invariant is strong enough to give unique conceptual representations. Because the standard interpretation of equality is a single-valued predicate, and thus determinis tic, we must define the operation to give the same result for all valid conceptual Inheritance : Spec's modular approach One way to achieve uniformity in large systems is to establish standard interpretations for messages that can be inherited by many modules. Spec's inheritance mechanism not only supports the reuse of common specification fragments and specifies constraints common to the interfaces of many modules, but it also facilitates incremental system views.
Incremental views let you define a system as an organized collection of many smaller pieces, each providing just the information the designer needs for a given purpose. For example, the interface to each user class can be aseparatesystem view, and you can specify each view as a distinct piece of Spec text. This makes it easier to partition the specification task, since different designers or teams can develop the views corresponding to different interfaces.
Multiple inheritance is a way to combine incremental views. You create a total picture of the system by expanding the definition of a module that inherits all the individual views. Automated tools can perform such an expansion and chedc the resulting combined specification for global consistency. This process provides early indications of coordination problems in team design efforts.
You can also use inheritance to support stepwise refinement of a design by structuring the specification to correspond to its structure. This is especially helpful in separating the user's view of a system from the implementer's view. The implementer's view can be a separate specification unit that inherits the information in the user's view.
Keeping the two views in two clearly identifiable text units makes it easier to track which details are visible to the users and which are not, which makes it easier to identify what information to include in a user manual. It also makes it easier to represent the specifications for a series of system releases so they clearly reflect the changes from one release to the next.
The Spec inheritance mechanism includes rules for combining different versions of messages and concepts inherited from multiple parents, as we describe more fully elsewhere,' These rules also locate aspects of the partial views that may be in conflict.
representations of any fixed pair of ratim nal numbers. The conceptual representation in our example becomes unique ifwe make the denominator strictly positive and reduce fractions to lowest terms.
You can choose the invariant on the conceptual representation to make the descriptions of the operations as simple as possible, since the invariant does not involve the implementation data structure and does not restrict your choice of implementations. The invariants on the implementation data structures are developed at a later stage of design and are often much more complicated than the concep tual invariants because implementation invariants often determine efficiency and must be chosen carefully to allow efficient algorithms.
In a module defining an abstract data type, you can write predicates describing the effects of the operations in terms of the conceptual representation. You can describe the type instances as if they were tuples containing the components specified in the model. For example, you can use the notation x.y to refer to the y component of the conceptual representation for the abstract data value x. Other modules may describe the instances of abstract types only in terms of the messages they provide and the concepts they export.
It is sometimes convenient to express complicated conditions as lists of independent constraints. The predicates after Im'IUUANT, MHHEN, and "HERE can be lists of expressions separated by commas. A list of statements is truc only if all the statements in the list are true individually. In this context a comma means the same thing as the Boolean And operation. (The comma has a lower precedence than all other operators, so you can use it without parentheses to separate statements at the top level.)
Quoted special symbols appearing as message or concept names introduce special infix notations for userdefined operations. You must choose these infix operators from a set of operator symbols with predefined operator precedences. The example introduces the standard symbols for addition (+) and multiplication (*) this way. However, the * symbol always refers to values in the preiious state when it appears as a unary prefix operator (for example, in Spec TRANSITIOK clauses); it does not refer to userdefined operations when it appears in such a context. Mutable data type.7. A mutable type can have operations that modify the value set or change the properties of existing instances. In particular, mutable types can have operations that create new instances or modify existing ones. Spec provides facilities for specifying mutable types because they are an efficient way to describe the internal interfaces of many systems. We recommend avoiding mutable types as message components in user interfaces to avoid confusing implicit interactions.
Mutable types are useful for representing systems with variable numbers of instances, such as windows on a display or airplanes that can enter and leave a controlled airspace. Such instances appear as destinations of messages rather than as components of messages.
Mutating operations affect all the variables denoting the modified type instance. Therefore, you must use mutable types carefully to avoid introducing hidden interactions between modules that share type instances. All the components of the conceptual representation specifying a machine or type should be instances of immutable types to ensure that you are specifying only independent abstractions.
Each instance of a mutable type has a permanent identity, which remains fixed despite changes to its properties. A mutating operation without a wpr.Ychanges an instance's properties without affecting the identity of the instance bound to any program variable. By contrast, an assignment to a program variable affects the identity of the instance bound to the variable without changing the properties of the instance bound to the variable in either the old or new state.
Specifjing an operation with an output value involves choosing between a function with a returned value and a procedure with an output variable. The choice is a matter of packaging: It has no effect on whether the operation can mutate instances of adata type, and you can use s u b programs with output variables to implement operations of both mutable and immutable types. Object identity is an important issue for mutable types because all program variables bound to the same mutable object will be affected if a statechanging operation is applied to the object. In Figure 6 , the create operation is specified to return a newly created instance of the type queuelt) via the predicate new. A newly created object is guaranteed to be distinct from all objects defined in the previous state. The concept new is not part of the Spec language but is provided by the predefined generic module mutable whose instances can be inherited by any mutable type. This is illustrated in the example, which inherits the module mutable(queue{t 1). Figure 7 shows a Definition module for this standard generic module. Definition modules can contain only concept definitions; they provide convenient access to widely shared concepts. The effect of inheriting a Definition module is the same as importing all the concepts defined in that module, except that multiple definitions of the same concept are merged.
Generators.
A generator is a message that generates a sequence of values one at a time. Figure 8 presents an example generator specification. The definitions of the concepts prime and sorted are part of the standard Spec types nat and sequence, respectively.* You use the @ symbol in Spec to determine the type of an overloaded operator or constant in places where it is not clear from the context. The keyword GENERATE means the same thing as a REPLY except that the result is a sequence whose elements are delivered one at a time rather than all at once. This means that the elementswill be generated and processed incrementally, rather than generated all at once and returned in a single data structure containing all the el- CONCEF'Tid(x: t ) VAI>UE(n: nat) WHEREAL,L(y z:t::id(y) =id(z) = > y = z ) , ALL (y: t :: id(y) = id (*y)) --Every object has a permanent unique identifier. END ements, which is the case for a REPLY of type sequence.
In a program, you use a generator to control a datadriven loop. You can also use generators to speciEj other modules, for example, to define the range of a quantified variable. Generators are interpreted as sequence-valued functions when they appear in specifications. The distinction between GEKERATE and REPLY corresponds to the choice of whether to represent a sequence as a time series or a data structure.
Any message with a GENERATE clause iS a generator, so you can define generators as operations of an abstract data type or a machine. Generators provide an efficient way to scan all the elements of an abstract collection without exposing the data structure used to implement the collection. Generators usually appear in the system's internal interfaces. Black-box specifications use abstractions and formal logic to simplify a complex system's description. Classical methods based on dataflow diagrams cannot describe black boxes for large systems be-cause they force you to break down highlevel processes to the lowest level of detail before any behabior becomes visible. For large systems, this can involve many thousands of processes whose interactions and global properties are beyond human understanding.
Spec has a broad application range. We are exploring several tools for computeraided design of software using Spec, including syn tax-directed editors, display generators, consistency checkers, designcompletion tools, test-case generators, prototype generators, and tools for synthesizing partial implementations.
We have used Spec to specify an airline reservation system2 Earlier versions of Spec have been used to develop and enhance systems such as a text editor, a Pascal test-support system, a project-management system, and an electronic-mail system in the context of classroom team projects with up to 15 people working for 20 weeks. It took two one-quarter software-engineering courses for our students to learn the language and acquire the thinking patterns required to create black-box specifications.
We found that Spec accommodated these systems naturally. We also found that you could design and implement major extensions to a system by examining only the specification of the original architectural design, without access to the implementation code or the original design and implementation teams.
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